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I. Introduction 
 

Regional variations in rates of medical treatments are large in the United States and other 

countries (Skinner, et al., 2012).  For example, in the U.S. Medicare population over age 65, 

2011 price-adjusted per-patient Medicare expenditures by hospital referral region (HRR) ranged 

from $6,876 in La Crosse, Wisconsin, to $13,414 in Miami, with most of the variation 

unexplained by regional differences in patient illness or poverty (Institute of Medicine, 2013). 

What drives such variation in treatment and spending?  One possibility is patient demand.  

Most studies of variations have been conducted in environments where all patients have a similar 

and generous insurance policy, so price differences and income effects are likely to be small. 

Still, heterogeneity in patient preferences for care may play a role.  In very acute situations, some 

patients may prefer to try all possible measures, while others may prefer palliation and an out-of-

hospital death.  If people who value and demand life-prolonging treatments live in the same 

areas, patient preference heterogeneity could lead to regional variation in equilibrium outcomes 

(Anthony, et al., 2009; Baker, et al., 2014; Mandelblatt, et al., 2012).   

Another possible source of variation arises from the supply side. In “supplier-induced 

demand,” a health care provider shifts a patient’s demand curve beyond the level of care that the 

(fully informed) patient would otherwise want. This would be true in a principle-agent 

framework (McGuire and Pauly, 1991) if prices are high enough or income is scarce. While 

physician utilization has been shown to be sensitive to prices (Jacobson, et al., 2006; Clemens 

and Gottlieb, 2014), it would be difficult to explain the magnitude of Medicare variations using 

prices alone, since federal reimbursement rates do not vary greatly across areas.  

Variation in desired supply may also result from non-monetary incentives.  Physicians 

could respond to organizational pressure or peer pressure to perform more procedures, even if 
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their current income is no higher as a consequence, or maintain differing beliefs about 

appropriate treatments, particularly for conditions where there are few professional guidelines 

(Wennberg, et al., 1982).  These differences in beliefs may arise because of differences in where 

physicians received medical training (Epstein and Nicholson, 2009) or their personal experiences 

with different interventions (Levine-Taub, et al., 2015).  If this variation is correlated spatially – 

for example, if physicians with more intensive treatment preferences are more likely to hire other 

physicians with similar practice styles – the resulting regional differences in beliefs could 

explain regional variations in equilibrium spending. 

It has proven difficult to estimate separately the impact of physician beliefs, patient 

preferences, and other factors as they affect equilibrium healthcare outcomes, largely because of 

challenges in identifying factors that affect only supply or demand (Dranove and Wehner, 1994). 

Physician and hospital capacity in a region, for example, cannot be assumed to measure “supply” 

given their potential dependence on demand.1  To sidestep these challenges, Sirovich, et al. 

(2008) used physician surveys to find a positive association between quintiles of regional per 

capita Medicare spending and physician beliefs in more intensive care. Other studies have tested 

for demand using patient surveys (Anthony, et al., 2009; Barnato, et al., 2007; Baker, et al., 

2014), finding a small but discernible influence of patient preferences on regional variations in 

health care spending.  A more recent study by Finkelstein, et al. (2014) followed Medicare 

enrollees who moved to more or less expensive regions, concluding that roughly half of the 

difference in spending between high and low spending regions was attributed to supply, and half 

to demand (including unmeasured health status).  

                                                           
1 In the earlier supplier-induced demand literature, actual hospital and physician capacity was sometimes 
viewed as a measure of “supply.”    
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In this paper, we develop a general model of supply of and demand for health care that 

can be estimated and identified empirically using “strategic surveys,” as in Ameriks, et al. 

(2011).  We combine the physician surveys described in Sirovich, et al. (2008) with the patient 

demand survey from Anthony, et al. (2009), linked by hospital referral region (HRR), to 

simultaneously elicit motivation and clinical beliefs of physicians, and attitudes and preferences 

of patients. Physician beliefs are captured using two surveys: one of cardiologists and one of 

primary care physicians. These surveys present respondents with vignettes about elderly 

individuals with chronic health conditions, and ask physicians how they would manage each one. 

The value of vignettes in predicting actual physician behavior has been demonstrated elsewhere 

in various clinical settings (e.g. Peabody, et. al, 2000 and 2004; Mandelblatt, et al., 2012; Evans, 

et al., 2015). 

Patient preferences are measured by a survey of Medicare enrollees age 65 and older 

asking about whether they would want a variety of aggressive and/or palliative care 

interventions. These survey questions have also been demonstrated to predict individual care-

seeking behavior (Mandelblatt, et al., 2012; Anthony, 2009). Unlike previous studies, we link 

our survey responses from physicians and patients to Medicare expenditures at the HRR level, 

which allows us to directly estimate the predictive power of these vignette responses in 

explaining regional healthcare utilization.     

First, we find that physician treatment preferences are significantly more important in 

explaining actual regional spending patterns than patient demand.  Our model characterizes 

physicians along two non-exclusive dimensions: those who consistently and unambiguously 

recommended intensive care beyond those indicated by current clinical guidelines (“cowboys”), 

and those who consistently recommended palliative care for the very severely ill (“comforters”).  
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Generally, we can explain over half of the variation in end-of-life spending across areas by 

knowing only these two measures of physician treatment intensity, as well as the frequency with 

which physicians recommend that their patients return for routine office visits.  Our results are 

consistent with those in Finkelstein, et al. (2014) whose estimated supply-side variations similar 

to (or a bit larger than) those estimated in our study and with Grytten and Sørensen (2003), who 

find that physician-specific effects explain over half of the variation in expenditure for 

consultations and specific procedures.  Conditional on the supply side, we find that demand-side 

Medicare patient preferences explain only a small fraction of regional variations – generally 

about 8 percent – a result consistent with previous studies (Anthony, et al., 2009; Barnato, et al., 

2007; Baker, et al., 2014; and Gogineni, et al., 2015).2  

Why are some physicians cowboys, some comforters, and others neither?  We use the full 

sample of surveyed physicians to examine factors associated with the likelihood of being a 

cowboy or a comforter. We find that only a small fraction of physicians claim to have made 

recent decisions as a result of purely financial considerations. We also find that “pressure to 

accommodate” either patients (by providing treatments that are not needed) or referring 

physicians’ expectations (doing procedures to keep them happy and meet their expectations) 

have a modest but significant relationship with physician beliefs about appropriate care.  While 

many physicians do report making interventions as a result of malpractice concerns, these 

responses do not explain the residual variation in treatment recommendations.  

Ultimately, the largest degree of regional variation appears to be explained by differences 

in physician beliefs about the efficacy of particular therapies.  Physicians in our data have starkly 

different views about how to treat the same patients. These views are not strongly correlated with 
                                                           
2 Our results cannot be directly compared with the Finkelstein, et al. (2014) demand-side estimates since 
they include in “demand” (and we exclude) individual-level heterogeneity in unmeasured health status. 
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demographics, background, or practice characteristics, and are often inconsistent with 

professional guidelines for appropriate care.  As much as 35 percent of end-of-life Medicare 

expenditures, and 12 percent of overall Medicare expenditures are explained by physician beliefs 

that cannot be justified either by patient preferences or by evidence of clinical effectiveness.  

 

II. A Model of Variation in Utilization 

We develop a simple model of patient demand and physician supply.  The demand side of 

the model is a standard one; the patient’s indirect utility function is a function of out-of-pocket 

prices (p), income (Y), health (h), and preferences for care (η); V = V(p, Y, h, η). Solving this for 

optimal intensity of care, x, yields xD. As in McGuire (2011), we assume that xD is the fully 

informed patient’s demand for the quantity of care or procedures prior to any demand 

“inducement.”  

On the supply side, we assume that physicians seek to maximize the perceived health of 

their patient, s(x), by appropriate choice of inputs x, subject to patient demand (xD), financial 

considerations, and organizational factors. Note that the function s(x) captures both patient 

survival and patient quality of life, for example as measured by quality-adjusted life years 

(QALYs).  

Individual physicians are assumed to be price-takers (after their networks have negotiated 

prices with insurance companies), but face a wide range of reimbursement rates from private 

insurance providers, Medicare, and Medicaid.  The model is therefore simpler than models in 

which hospital groups and physicians jointly determine quantity, quality, and prices, (Pauly, 

1980) or in which physicians exercise market power over patients to provide them with “too 
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much” health care (McGuire, 2011).  Following Chandra and Skinner (2012), we write the 

physician’s overall utility as:  

 (1)                                          

where Ψ is perceived social value of improving health, Ω is the physician’s utility function of 

own income, comprising her fixed payment W (a salary, for example) net of fixed costs R, and 

including the incremental “profits” from each additional test or procedure performed, π.3  The 

sign of π depends on the type of procedure and the payment system a physician faces.  

 The third term represents the loss in provider utility arising from the deviation between 

the quantity of services the provider actually recommends (x) and what the informed patient 

demands (xD).  This function could reflect classic supplier-induced demand – from the 

physician’s point of view, xD is too low relative to the physician’s optimal x – or it may reflect 

the extent to which physicians are acting as the agent of the (possibly misinformed) patient, for 

example when the patient wants a procedure that the physician does not believe is medically 

appropriate.  The fourth term reflects a parallel influence on physician decision-making exerted 

by organizational factors that do not directly affect financial rewards, such as (physician) peer 

pressure.  

 The first-order condition for (1) is:   

(2)                            

Physicians provide care up to the point where the choice of x reflects a balance between the 

perceived marginal value of health, Ψs′(x), and factors summarized by λ: (a) the incremental 

change in net income π, weighted by the importance of financial resources Ω′, (b) the 

incremental disutility from moving patient demand away from where it was originally,   , and 

                                                           
3 We ignore capacity constraints, such as the supply of hospital or ICU beds.   
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(c) the incremental disutility from how much the physician’s own choice of x deviates from her 

organization’s perceived optimal level of intervention,   .   

 In this model,4 there are two ways to define “supplier-induced demand.”  The broadest 

definition is simply the presence of any equilibrium quantity of care beyond the level of the ex 

ante preferences of an informed patient, i.e. x > xD.  This is still relatively benign, as the 

marginal value of this care may still be positive. Supplier-induced demand could more narrowly 

be defined as s(x) - s(xD ) ≤ 0; for additional care provided at the margin, patients gain no 

improvement in health outcomes and may even experience a decline in health or a significant 

financial loss.  Importantly, both of these definitions are ambiguous about the question of 

physician knowledge of inducement beyond clinically appropriate levels. That is, a physician 

with strong (but incorrect) beliefs may over-treat her patients, even in the absence of financial or 

organizational incentives to do so.  

 To develop an empirical model, we adopt a simple closed-form solution of the utility 

function for physician i:5 

 (1′)                               
 

 
      

    –  
 

 
      

    

Note that ω/Ψ reflects the relative tradeoff between the physician’s income and the value of 

improving patient lives, and thus might be viewed as a measure of “professionalism,” as in 

Campbell, et al. (2010). The first-order condition is therefore: 

(2′)    
                     

          
   

Figure 1 shows Ψs'(x) and λ. Note that λ is linear in x with an intercept equal to       

   
      

  . Note also the key assumption that patients are sorted in order from most 

                                                           
4 A more general model would account for the patient’s ability to leave the physician and seek care from a 
different physician, as in McGuire (2011).  
5 We are grateful to Pascal St.-Amour for suggesting this approach. 
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appropriate to least appropriate for treatment, thus describing a downward sloping Ψs'(x) 

(marginal utility of treatment) curve. The equilibrium is where Ψs'(x) = λ, at point A.  A shift in 

the intercept, which depends on reimbursement rates for procedures π, taste for income ω, 

regional demand xD, and organizational or peer effects xO, would yield a different λ*, and hence 

a different utilization rate.  However, all of these factors affect the intensity of treatments via a 

movement along the marginal benefit curve, Ψs′(x).  

Alternatively, it may be that si′(x) differs across physicians – i.e. physician productivity 

differs, rather than physician constraints.  For example, if gi′(x) = αi + s′(x), where s′(x) is average 

physician productivity and α varies across regions, this would be represented as a shift in the 

marginal benefit curve. Point C in Figure 1 corresponds to greater intensity of care than point A 

and arises naturally when the physician is or just believes she is more productive. For example, 

heart attack patients experience better outcomes from cardiac interventions in regions with 

higher rates of revascularization, consistent with a Roy model of occupational sorting (Chandra 

and Staiger, 2007).  Because patients in regions with high intervention rates benefit differentially 

from these interventions, this scenario does not correspond to the narrow definition of “supplier-

induced demand.” 

The productivity shifter αi may also vary because of “professional uncertainty” – a 

situation in which the physician’s perceived αi differs from the true αi (Wennberg, et al., 1982).   

Physicians may be overly optimistic with respect to their ability to perform procedures, leading 

to expected benefits that exceed actual realized benefits. Baumann, et al. (1991) have 

documented the phenomenon of “macro uncertainty, micro certainty” in which physicians and 

nurses exhibit overconfidence in the value of their treatment for a specific patient (micro 

certainty) even in the absence of a general consensus as to which procedure is more clinically 
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effective (macro uncertainty). Ransohoff, et al. (2002) has noted a further psychological bias 

towards more aggressive treatment: If the patient gets better, the physician gets the credit, but if 

the patient gets worse, the physician is able to say that she did everything possible. 

To see this in Figure 1, suppose the actual benefit is s′(x) but the physician’s perceived 

benefit is g′(x).  The equilibrium is point D: the marginal treatment harms the patient, even 

though the physician believes the opposite, incorrectly believing they are at point C. In 

equilibrium, this supplier behavior would appear consistent with classic supplier-induced 

demand, but the cause is quite different.  

Empirical Specification. To examine these theories empirically, we consider variation in 

practice at the regional level (for reasons explained below) but adjusting for health status, h.  

Taking a first-order Taylor-series approximation of equation (2′) for region i yields a linear 

equation that groups equilibrium outcomes into two components, demand factors ZD and supply 

factors ZS:  

(4)          
    

    .  

The demand-side component is: 

(5)    
   

 

 
    

        

where                    This first element of equation (5) reflects the higher average 

demand for health care, multiplied by the extent to which physicians accommodate that demand, 

ϕ.  The supply side component is:  

(6)   
  

 

 
               

             

The first term in equation (6) reflects how the difference in profits in region i vs. the national 

average (Δπ) affects utilization. The second term reflects the extent to which physicians weigh 

income more heavily.  The third term captures organizational goals in region i relative to national 
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averages    
      .  The final term captures the impact of different physician beliefs about 

productivity of the treatment (   ); this term shifts the marginal productivity curve. 

Equation (4) can be expanded to capture varying parameter values as well. For example, 

in some regions, physicians may be more responsive to patient demand (a larger ϕi).  Such 

interaction effects, considered below, would reflect the interaction of supply and demand and 

would magnify the responses here.  

 

III. Data and Estimation Strategy 

In general, it is difficult to distinguish among various demand and supply explanations 

for treatment variation; even detailed clinical data reveal only a subset of what the physician 

knows about her patient’s health and reveal virtually nothing about non-clinical drivers of patient 

demand for health care services.  Further, patient preferences and physician beliefs about the 

desirability or appropriateness of different procedures are unknown in ex post clinical data.  

Ameriks, et al. (2011) was confronted with similar challenges in identifying motives for private 

savings, and turned to “strategic surveys,” where they asked respondents specific questions about 

why they saved.6 

We use physician survey vignettes to proxy for       , and the patient surveys and 

vignettes to capture      
            The use of survey vignettes is relatively novel in empirical 

health economics (e.g., Baker, et al., 2014), but the validity of such studies has been 

                                                           
6 Our approach, and Ameriks, et al. (2011), are distinct from contingent valuation studies that seek to 
measure the value of non-market goods such as environmental quality. Instead, we ask what individuals 
(physicians or patients) would do in certain well-defined scenarios.  
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demonstrated in a number of clinical settings, with vignette data on medical records found to be 

more accurate than data extracted from ex post abstraction (Peabody, et. al, 2000 and 2004).7   

In an ideal world, patient surveys would be matched with surveys from their respective 

physicians. Because our data do not match physicians with their own patients, we instead match 

supply and demand at the area level using Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs).8  In equation (4), 

we define x to be a regional average spending measure. Our primary measure of x is the natural 

logarithm of risk- and price-adjusted Medicare expenditures in the last two years of life, but we 

also consider several alternative measures of utilization, discussed below.  

Our first estimation, based on Equation 4, asks whether area-level supply or demand 

factors can better explain actual regional expenditures.  Our second set of estimates, based on 

Equation 6, then seeks to understand why physicians hold the beliefs they do.  For the latter, we 

relate individual physician vignette responses to physicians’ financial and organizational 

incentives.  We interpret the component of vignette responses that cannot be explained by 

demographic, organizational or financial incentives as reflecting residual physician beliefs.   

Physician Surveys. A total of 999 cardiologists were randomly selected to receive the 

survey. Of these, 614 cardiologists responded, for a response rate of 61 percent. Some physicians 

surveyed did not self-identify as (primarily) cardiologists, and others were missing crucial 

information such as practice type, or practiced in HRRs with too few respondents to include in 

                                                           
7 We assume that the physician’s responses to the vignettes are “all in” measures (ZS, as in equation 6), 
reflecting physician beliefs as well as the variety of financial, organizational, and capacity-related 
constraints physicians face.  Alternatively, one could interpret the physician’s responses to the vignettes 
as a pure reflection of beliefs (for example, how one might answer for qualifying boards), and not as 
representative of the day-to-day realities of their practice.  We tested this alternative explanation by 
including the organizational and financial variables in our estimation equations in addition to the vignette 
estimates.  This did not appreciably increase the explanatory power of these equations. 
 
8 These HRRs are defined in the Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care, which divides the United States into 
306 HRRs.  Spending measures are based on area of patient residence, not where treatment is actually 
received.  
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the analysis, leaving us a final sample of 598 cardiologists.  These cardiologists practice in 74 

HRRs, each of which have three or more cardiologists (as well as at least 3 patients and at least 

one additional PCP) represented in the survey.  

The primary care physician (PCP) responses come from a parallel survey of PCPs (family 

practice, internal medicine, or internal medicine/family practice).  A total of 1,333 primary care 

physicians were randomly selected to receive the survey and 973 individuals responded for a 

response rate of 73 percent. A total of 935 PCPs had both complete responses to the survey and 

practiced in HRRs with enough local patient and physician respondents to include in the final 

analysis. Physician survey responses may vary systematically by demographic covariates such as 

age and gender. For all exercises that require aggregation of multiple physician surveys, we 

create demographically-adjusted HRR-level measures of physician beliefs by adjusting all 

responses for observed physician characteristics (race, age and sex). 

Patient Survey. The survey sampling frame was all Medicare beneficiaries in the 20 

percent denominator file who were age 65 or older on July 1, 2003 (Barnato et al., 2007).  A 

random sample of 4,000 individuals was drawn; the response rate was 65 percent. Since survey 

responses may vary systematically by demographic covariates such as race and ethnicity; we 

create demographically-adjusted HRR-level measures of patient preferences by adjusting all 

responses for observed patient characteristics (race, age and sex). 

Medicare Utilization Data.  We match the survey responses with expenditure data by 

HRR.  Our primary measure is Medicare expenditures in the last two years of life for enrollees 

over age 65 with a number of fatal illnesses.9  All HRR-level measures are adjusted for age, sex, 

                                                           
9 These include congestive heart failure, cancer/leukemia, chronic pulmonary disease, coronary artery 
disease, peripheral vascular disease, severe chronic liver disease, diabetes with end organ damage, 
chronic renal failure, and dementia.  
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race, differences in Medicare reimbursement rates and the type of disease (including an indicator 

for multiple diseases).  This measure implicitly adjusts for differences across regions in health 

status; an individual with renal failure who subsequently dies is likely to be in similar (poor) 

health regardless of whether she lives. End-of-life measures are commonly used to instrument for 

health care intensity, (e.g., Fisher et al., 2003a and 2003b; Doyle, 2011), and do not appear 

sensitive to the inclusion of additional individual-level risk-adjusters (Kelley et al., 2011).   

A second measure of utilization captures Medicare expenditures for one year after an 

admission to hospital for a heart attack, or acute myocardial infarction (AMI).  We further adjust 

for race, prices, ethnicity, age, sex, ZIP-code median income, and extensive diagnoses based on 

HCCs (Hierarchical Condition Categories); see Chandra et al. (2015) for details.10  Finally, to 

allow comparison with other studies of regional variations, we adopt as our third measure of 

spending standard price-adjusted HRR Medicare expenditures from the Dartmouth Atlas.  

Estimation issues.  We estimate Equation (4) at the HRR level with one of the three 

spending measures described above as the dependent variable, and a variety of supply and 

demand variables, described below, on the right-hand side of the regression.  Because of limited 

physician samples within HRRs, we limit our attention to the 74 HRRs with a minimum of three 

cardiologists (average = 5.6) and one primary care physician (average = 7.4) surveyed.  This in 

turn leads to an attenuated sample of patients (N = 1,516), or an average of 20.5 respondents per 

HRR.11    

                                                           
10 The concern with HCCs is that because diagnoses are derived from billing data, aggressive physicians 
who admit patients to hospital and test for more disease tend to find more disease (Song et al., 2010; 
Finkelstein, et al., 2014). The time period does not exactly line up, but regions exhibit considerable 
temporal stability in health care spending patterns.  
 
11 In subsequent analysis that seeks to better explain who is a cowboy or comforter, we use the entire 
sample of valid physician measures (N=1533). 
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We are concerned about measurement error of the constructed variables on the right-hand 

side of this regression specification.  To address this concern, we bootstrap the entire estimation 

process 1,000 times to calculate all standard errors in HRR-level regressions, beginning with the 

construction of the HRR-level physician and patient samples, and proceeding through the HRR-

level regression analysis.12  

 

IV. Patient Survey and Vignettes 

 We use responses to 5 survey questions that ask patients about their likelihood of wanting 

unnecessary tests or cardiologist referrals in the case of new chest pain as well as preferences for 

comfort vs. intensive life-prolonging interventions in an end of life situation. The exact language 

used in these vignettes is reproduced in the first Appendix. Since the questions patients respond 

to are hypothetical and typically describe scenarios that have not yet happened, we think of them 

as xD, or preferences not affected by physician advice.  

Two of the questions in the patient survey relate to unnecessary care, asking respondents 

if they would like a test or cardiac referral even if their primary care physician did not think they 

needed one (Table 1).13 Overall, 73 percent of patients wanted such a test and 56 percent wanted 

a cardiac referral.  However, there is wide variation across regions in average responses to these 

questions. Figure 2 shows density plots of patient preferences for the main questions in the 

patient survey for the 74 HRRs considered (weighted by the number of patients per HRR). 

Superimposed on the Figure is the simulated distribution based on 1,000 bootstrap samples, with 

                                                           
12 Results with bootstrapped standard errors are presented in all tables and were not sensitive to a 10,000-
replication bootstrap.   
 
13 This question captures pure patient demand independent of what the physician wants.  Note, however, 
that patients could still answer they would not seek an additional referral if they were unwilling to 
disagree with their physician.  
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replacement, under the null hypothesis that individuals were randomly assigned to areas. P–

values for over-dispersion are reported in the last column of Table 1; these indicate that the 

observed variation is significantly greater than can be explained by random variation. 

Three other patient questions, grouped into two binary indicators, measure preferences 

for end-of-life care.  One reflects patients’ desire for aggressive care at the end of life: whether 

they would want to be put on a respirator if it would extend their life for either a week (one 

question) or a month (another question).  The second question asked: if the patient reached a 

point at which they were feeling bad all of the time, would they want drugs to make them feel 

better, even if those drugs might shorten their life.  In each case, there is statistically significant 

variation across HRRs (Table 1).  

Patients’ preferences are sometimes correlated across questions.  For example, the 

correlation coefficient between wanting an unneeded cardiac referral and wanting an 

unnecessary test is 0.44 (p < .01).  But other comparisons point to very modest associations, for 

example a -0.29 correlation coefficient between wanting palliative care and wanting to be on a 

respirator at the end of life.  In sensitivity analyses, we also considered using alternate measures 

of demand recovered from the patient survey. For example, we defined a patient with “high 

demand” for physician services as one who was quick to go to the doctor with a cough and was 

eager to have a chest x-ray even when a physician did not think it was necessary. 

Potential biases in the patient survey. One concern with these questions is that they are 

hypothetical, and might not reflect true patient demand.  However, Anthony et al. (2009) linked 

the survey respondents to the individuals’ Medicare claims, and found a strong link between 

preferences and care-seeking behavior (e.g., physician visits) at the individual level (also see 

Mandelblatt et al., 2012).  Questions about end-of-life care may appear abstract until the patient 
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actually faces decisions related to end-of-life care, but we find strong regional patterns in 

responses to the questions, and the results are similar even with a subset of respondents age 80+ 

where end-of-life treatment decisions are more salient. Moreover, Medicare enrollees are 

increasingly choosing to create advanced directives that specify their end-of-life choices well 

before they face those decisions.14  

   

V. Physician Vignettes  

The detailed clinical vignette questions used in the physician surveys are shown in the 

Appendix and summary statistics are presented in Table 1. With respect to the physician surveys, 

we begin by noting that prior research has established that “physicians do what they say they do” 

in a cardiac care setting. For example, physicians’ self-reported testing intensity has been shown 

to be predictive of population-based rates of coronary angiography (Wennberg et al., 1997). 

We first consider the vignette for Patient A, which asks how frequently the physician 

would schedule routine follow-up visits for patients with stable angina whose symptoms and 

cardiac risk factors are well controlled on current medical therapy (for cardiologists) or patients 

with hypertension (for primary care physicians).  The response is unbounded, and expressed in 

months, but in practice individual physician responses ranged from 1 to 24 months.  Figure 3a 

presents a HRR-level histogram of averages from the cardiology survey for all 74 HRRs studied.   

How do these responses correspond to guidelines for managing chronic stable angina?  

The 2005 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association [ACC/AHA] guidelines 

(Hunt et al., 2005) – what most cardiologists would have considered the “Bible” in cardiology at 

the time the survey was fielded – recommended follow-up every 4-12 months.  However, even 
                                                           
14 According to one study, more than half of elderly Americans (and 29 percent of people aged 55-64) 
have advanced directives. The primary reason for not having an advanced directive was being unaware of 
their existence (Rao, et al., 2014).    
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with these broad recommendations, we find that nearly one fifth (19 percent) of cardiologists in 

the sample recommend follow-up visits more frequently than every 4 months. These physicians 

were geographically clustered in a subset of HRRs (p<.01 in a test of the null of no geographic 

correlation) and the distribution of high follow-up cardiologists across HRRs is shown in Figure 

3b.15   

We define a “high follow-up” physician as one who recommends follow-up visits more 

frequently than clinical guidelines would suggest, and a “low follow-up” physician as one who 

recommends follow-up visits less frequently than clinical guidelines would suggest. By this 

definition, roughly two percent of cardiologists and ten percent of PCPs in our data are classified 

as “low follow-up” physicians while 19 percent of cardiologists and 3 percent of PCPs in our 

data are classified as “high follow-up” physicians.16 

The next two vignettes focus on patients with heart failure, a much more expensive 

setting. Heart failure is also a natural scenario to consider because it is common, the disease is 

chronic, prognosis is poor, and treatment is expensive.  Vignettes for both Patients B and C ask 

questions about the treatment of Class IV heart failure, the most severe classification and one in 

which patients have symptoms at rest.  In both scenarios the vignette patient is on maximal 

(presumably optimal) medications, and neither patient is a candidate for revascularization: 

Patient B has already had a coronary stent placed without symptom change, and Patient C is 

                                                           
15 The equivalent follow-up measure for primary care physicians is for a patient with well-controlled 
hypertension. The Seventh Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, 
and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2004), which 
would have been the most current guideline recommendation at the time, suggests follow-up for this type 
of patient every 3-6 months based on expert opinion. 
16 Office visits are not a large component of physicians’ incomes (or overall Medicare expenditures).  
Thus any correlation between the frequency of follow-up visits and overall expenditures would most 
likely be because frequent office visits are also associated with additional highly remunerated tests and 
interventions (such as echocardiography, stress imaging studies, and so forth) that further set in motion 
the “diagnostic-therapeutic cascade” (Lucas, et al., 2008). 
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explicitly noted to not be a candidate for this procedure.  The key differences between the two 

scenarios are patients’ ages (75 for Patient B, 85 for Patient C), the presence of asymptomatic 

non-sustained ventricular tachycardia in Patient B, and severe symptoms that resolve partially 

with increased oxygen in Patient C.   

Cardiologists in the survey were asked about various interventions as well as palliative 

care for each of these patients.  For Patient B, they were given five choices: three intensive 

treatments (repeat angiography; implantable cardiac defibrillator [ICD] placement, and 

pacemaker insertion), one involving medication (antiarrhythmic therapy), and palliative care.  

Patient C also has three intensive options (admit to the ICU/CCU, placement of a coronary artery 

catheter, and pacemaker insertion), two less aggressive options (admit to the hospital [but not the 

ICU/CCU] for diuresis, and send home on increased oxygen and diuretics), and palliative care.  

In each case, cardiologists separately reported their likelihood of recommending each 

intervention on a 5-interval range from “always / almost always” to “never.”  Each response was 

independent of other responses, so for example, physicians could “frequently” recommend both 

palliative care and an intensive intervention.  

We start with the obvious: regardless of the religious, political or moral persuasion of the 

physician, both men deserve a frank conversation about their prognosis and an ascertainment of 

their preferences for end-of-life care.  The one-year mortality for either man exceeds 50 percent 

(Ahmed et al., 2006; Figure 1).  If compliant with the guidelines, therefore, every one of the 

cardiologists should have answered “always/almost always”, or at least “most of the time,” to 

initiating or continuing discussions about palliative care.17  

                                                           
17 According to the AHA-ACC directives, “Patient and family education about options for formulating 
and implementing advance directives and the role of palliative and hospice care services with reevaluation 
for changing clinical status is recommended for patients with HF [heart failure] at the end of life.” (Hunt, 
et al., 2005, p. e206) 
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For Patient B, only 29 percent of cardiologists responded that they would initiate or 

continue discussions about palliative care “most of the time” or “always/almost always.”  For 

Patient C, 44 percent of cardiologists and 47 percent of primary care physicians were likely to 

recommend this course of action “most of the time” or “always/almost always.”  In both cases, 

physicians’ recommendations fall far short of clinical guidelines. We classify the doctor as a 

“comforter” if the physician would discuss palliative care with the patient “always / almost 

always” or “most of the time” for both Patients B and C (among cardiologists) or for Patient C 

only (among primary care physicians, who did not have Patient B’s vignette in their survey). In 

our final sample, 27 percent of cardiologists and 47 percent of primary care physicians met this 

definition of a comforter.   

 We now turn to more controversial aspects of patient management.  The language in the 

vignettes was carefully constructed to relate to the contemporaneous clinical guidelines.  Several 

key aspects of Patient B rule out both the ICD and pacemaker insertion18 and indeed the ACC-

AHA guidelines explicitly recommend against the use of an ICD for Class IV patients potentially 

near death (Hunt et al., 2005; p. e206).  On the other hand, both treatments are highly 

reimbursed.  

 Since Patient C is already on maximal medications and is not a candidate for 

revascularization, the physician’s management goal should be to keep him as comfortable as 

possible. This should be accomplished in the least invasive manner possible (e.g., at home), and 

if that is not possible, in an uncomplicated setting, for example during admission to the hospital 

for simple diuresis.  According to the ACC/AHA guidelines, no additional interventions are 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
18 This includes his advanced stage, his severe (Class IV) medication refractory heart failure, and the 
asymptomatic non-sustained nature of the ventricular tachycardia. 
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appropriate for this patient.19  In fact, even a “simple” but invasive test, the pulmonary artery 

catheter, has been found to be of no marginal value over good clinical decision making in 

managing patients with CHF, and could even cause harm (ESCAPE, 2005).  

 Despite these guideline recommendations, physicians in our data show a great deal of 

enthusiasm for additional interventions. For Patient B, nearly one-third of the cardiologists 

surveyed (28 percent) would recommend a repeat angiography at least as frequently as “some of 

the time.”  Similarly, 62 percent of cardiologists recommend an ICD “most of the time,” or 

“always/almost always,” while 45 percent recommend a pacemaker at least “most of the time”. 

For Patient C, 18 percent recommend an ICU/CCU admission, 2 percent recommend a 

pulmonary artery catheter and 14 percent recommend a pacemaker at least “most of the time.”  

Cardiologists’ responses on aggressive interventions are highly correlated across Patients 

B and C.  Of the 28 percent (N=165) of cardiologists in the sample who would “frequently” or 

“always/almost always” recommend at least one of the high-intensity procedures for Patient C, 

91 percent (N=150) would also frequently or always/almost always recommend at least one 

high-intensity intervention for Patient B. We use this overlap to define a “cowboy” cardiologist 

as a cardiologist who recommends at least one of the three possible intensive treatments for both 

Patients B and C “most of the time” or “always/almost always.” Because Vignette B was not 

presented to the primary care physicians, we use only their response to Vignette C to categorize 

them using the same criteria.  In total, 25 percent of the cardiologists in our sample are classified 

as cowboys, as are 22 percent of primary care physicians.  

All told, we test four measures of ZS: high or low frequency of follow-up visits, a dummy 

variable for being a cowboy, and a dummy variable for being a comforter.  How are these 

                                                           
19 Clinical improvement with a simple intervention (increasing his oxygen) also argues against more 
intensive interventions.  
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measures related?  Table 2 shows that physicians with a low follow-up frequency are more likely 

to be comforters and less likely to be cowboys than physicians with a high follow-up frequency.  

Similarly, cowboy physicians are far less likely to be comforter physicians (even though doctors 

could be classified as both).  Most differences are statistically significant. 

Potential biases in physician vignettes.  For the physician vignettes to be valid measures 

of physician beliefs,       we need two conditions to be met.  First, we want to rule out the 

possibility that     reflects real expertise, so that some of our physicians should be prescribing 

intensive treatments because of greater skill or expertise, as in Chandra and Staiger’s (2007) 

study of angioplasty (and thrombolytics) among AMI patients in the mid-1990s.   In the 1996 

American College of Cardiology / American Heart Association clinical guidelines (Ryan, et al., 

1996) angioplasty was classified as a Category I treatment generally agreed to be “beneficial, 

useful, and effective”, with a further recommendation that it be performed only in a “timely 

fashion by individuals skilled in the procedure and supported by experienced personnel in high-

volume centers.”  (Italics in the original). That Chandra and Staiger (2007) found variation in 

expertise across hospitals is entirely consistent with these guidelines.   

By contrast, the use of ICDs for Patient B, recommended at least “most of the time” by 

62 percent of cardiologists in the sample, is a Category III treatment, generally agreed to be “not 

useful/effective and in some cases may be harmful.” (Gregoratos, et al., 2002). In other words, 

there is no evidence that this treatment (and most of the others) is effective or useful, for any 

physician. Support for this view comes from the fact that cowboy physicians live in regions 

where the HRR-level composite AMI Hospital Compare quality score is lower (Dartmouth Atlas, 

2013), and are less likely to be board-certified, or practice in an academic setting.   
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We further considered the possibility that aggressiveness of end-of-life care may be 

related to overall quality. We analyzed the range of quality measures from the CMS Hospital 

Compare data (December 2005 data release20, averaged at the HRR level), but found few 

additional statistically significant correlations between the fraction of aggressive physicians 

(cowboys) and quality measures. Of the seventeen quality measures considered, only two21 had a 

statistically significant correlation with the fraction of cowboys in a region, however, for the vast 

majority of measures (88 percent), there was no correlation with the local fraction of cowboy 

physicians.  

The second potential concern with these estimates is that physicians in regions with 

sicker and more expensive patients could “fill in” missing characteristics of their patients, and 

opt for the more intensive procedures. If our measures of spending are imperfectly risk-adjusted, 

this could lead to a spurious correlation between physician beliefs and overall spending.  Yet 

there is little evidence that physicians do “fill in” characteristics of patients; in one study, 

physicians treated actors who differed by race, gender, and social class, but presented with 

identically scripted descriptions of symptoms consistent with congestive heart failure (Arber, et 

al., 2006).  While women were asked fewer questions and had fewer diagnostic tests ordered, 

there was no differences in treatment choices by race or social class.22 Further, even if “fill-in” 

effects were observed, a patient’s lower socioeconomic status or minority race has not been 

found to be predictive of aggressive care (Rao et al., 2003). In sum, (a) we do not find evidence 

                                                           
20 Data available at: https://data.medicare.gov/data/archives/hospital-compare 
21 Those two quality measures that were negatively associated with the fraction of cowboys in an HRR 
were 1) AMI patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction (and without contraindications) who were 
prescribed an ACE inhibitor or an ARB at hospital discharge and 2) Pneumonia patients who receive their 
first dose of antibiotic within 4 hours of arrival at the hospital. 
22 Since our vignettes are for males, we are less worried about the gender differences found in this study. 
Also see Haider, et al. (2011) who found that medical student responses to clinical vignettes were not 
sensitive to patient race or occupation. 
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in the clinical literature that “fill in” effects occur in the use of vignettes, (b) physicians are no 

more likely to recommend aggressive treatments for lower income or minority patients, and (c) 

even if physicians did recommend more aggressive treatments for minority Class IV CHF 

patients, there is no evidence from ACC/AHA clinical guidelines that they should. Still, in 

robustness tests, we also consider outcome measures that have already adjusted for income 

differences across patients. 

 

VI. Summary Statistics and Model Estimates  

We now proceed with our estimates of the models presented above.  We first consider 

Equation (4), the relationship between area-level spending and local patient and physician 

preferences.  We then turn to Equation (6), modeling the factors leading physicians to be more 

and less aggressive.  

Do Survey Responses Predict Regional Medicare Expenditures?  We start with the basic 

relationship between area spending, patient preferences and physician preferences for the 74 

HRRs with at least three cardiologists responses as well as at least one primary care physician 

response. Figure 4 shows scatter plots of area-level end of life spending vs. our measures of 

supply and demand for care.  The measures we include here are the fraction of all physicians in 

the area who are cowboys (panel a), the fraction of physicians who are comforters (panel b), the 

fraction of physicians who recommend follow-up more frequently than recommended guidelines 

(panel c), and the share of patients who desire more aggressive care at the end of life (panel d).  

Each circle represents one HRR, and its size is proportional to the physician survey sample size 

for that HRR. 
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In the case of the three supply-side variables in Figure 4, the results are consistent with 

the theory: despite the relatively small sample sizes of physicians in each HRR, end of life 

spending is positively related to the cowboy ratio, negatively related to the comforter ratio, and 

positively related to the fraction of doctors recommending follow-up visits more frequently than 

clinical guidelines indicate.  The demand variable, in contrast, is not strongly related to spending: 

the data points form more of a cloud than a line.  

 Table 3 explores these results more formally with regression estimates of the natural log 

of end-of-life expenditures, weighted by the number of physician observations per HRR and 

including controls for the fraction of PCPs among our survey responders. The standard errors 

presented in all HRR-level tables are calculated from 1000 bootstrap samples of patient and 

physician surveys. As the first column shows, the local proportion of cowboys and comforters 

predicts 36 percent of the observed regional variation in risk-adjusted end-of-life spending.  

Further, the estimated magnitudes are large: increasing the percentage of cowboys by one 

standard deviation (15 percentage points) is associated with a 12 percent increase in end-of-life 

expenditures, while increasing the fraction of comforters by one standard deviation (18 

percentage points) implies a 5.8 percent reduction in expenditures.  This relationship between 

spending and the local fractions of cowboys and comforters is robust to a number of alternative 

specifications (see the second Appendix for all results). First, the relationship holds when both 

cardiologists and primary care physicians are analyzed separately. Further, the observed patterns 

are robust to the exclusion of “small cells” (HRRs with fewer than 8 physician surveys) and 

controlling for percent poverty at the HRR level.  

 Column 2 of Table 3 shows that the indicator for high frequency follow-up 

recommendations is also a meaningful predictor of HRR-level end-of-life spending: conditional 
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on the fraction of cowboys and comforters, an increase of one standard deviation (12 percentage 

points) of physicians who prefer to see patients more frequently than guidelines recommend is 

predicted to increase end-of-life spending by 13 percent. While the low frequency follow-up 

coefficient is meaningful in magnitude – implying roughly a 3 percent reduction in spending for 

a one standard deviation increase in low follow-up physicians – it is not statistically significant.  

Indeed, the combination of just these four variables about supplier beliefs alone can explain over 

60 percent of the observed end-of-life spending variation in the 74 sample HRRs.23 

The next two columns add measures of patient preferences to the regressions: the share of 

patients wishing to have unneeded tests, the share wanting to see an unneeded cardiologist, the 

share preferring aggressive end-of-life care, and the share preferring comfortable end-of-life 

care.  None of these variables are statistically significant at the 5 percent level. Even excluding 

the physician belief variables entirely, as in column 6, the R2 from a regression including the 

patient preference variables is just 0.08.  In further sensitivity analyses, we also considered using 

alternate and/or additional measures of patient demand recovered from the patient survey and 

these did not increase the explanatory power of our regression models, nor were the coefficients 

statistically significant at conventional levels.24  

It is also possible that there is an interaction effect between patient preferences and 

physician beliefs – for example if aggressive physicians interact with patients with preferences 

                                                           
23 As Black, et al. (2000) note, the OLS estimate is a lower bound and under weak assumptions, the 
expected value of the OLS parameter estimate is of smaller magnitude than the true parameter. (The R2 is 
also a lower bound owing to measurement error.) 
 
24 In sensitivity analyses, we also defined a patient with “high demand” for physician services as one who 
was quick to go to the doctor with a cough and was eager to have a chest x-ray even when a physician did 
not think it was necessary. Results were similar. Nor were our results driven by differences between east-
coast versus west-coast medical practice; similar results were obtained when east and west coasts were 
estimated separately. 
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for aggressive care to generate even more utilization (or conversely for comforter physicians and 

patients who demand palliative care). These hypotheses are considered in Table 4.  Column 1 of 

the table repeats column 5 of Table 3 for reference.  The subsequent columns add interaction 

terms.  As seen in column 2, however, there is little consistent evidence for the interactive 

aggressiveness hypothesis; the interaction between cowboy physicians and patients with 

aggressive preferences is negative (not positive as the above theory would suggest), and while 

the coefficient between comforter physicians and patients is negative (column 3), it is not 

statistically significant.  

Column 4 of Table 4 repeats the analysis in column 1, but uses the log of average 

Medicare expenditures for AMI patients in the year after admission to the hospital.  As noted 

above, this measure adjusts most carefully for differences across regions in underlying health 

status and poverty rates that might affect spending.  The estimated coefficients suggest 

relationships similar to those in column 1, but the coefficients are smaller in magnitude as is the 

R2 value (0.34 versus 0.64).  

Column 5 of Table 4 repeats the analyses in column 1, but uses total average per 

beneficiary Medicare expenditures (adjusted for prices, age, sex, and race/ethnicity) as the 

dependent variable.  In the combined sample, the fraction of cowboys in an HRR is a 

consistently strong predictor of spending across models. Moreover, although R2 values are 

smaller in these models, supply-side factors continue to explain more of the variation in spending 

than demand-side factors.  

How much would Medicare expenditures change in a counterfactual setting in which 

there were no cowboys, all physicians were comforters, and all physicians met guidelines for 

follow-up care?  While we recognize the conjectural nature of this calculation, setting the 
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fraction of cowboys to 0 and comforters and guideline consistency to 1 implies a decline of 35 

percent in end-of-life expenditures and a decline of 12 percent in total Medicare expenditures. 

Extending this estimate to the entire health care economy suggests that roughly 2 percent of GDP 

in health care spending is associated with treatments without clinical evidence. These 

comparisons point to the importance of physician beliefs in explaining regional (and national) 

utilization patterns. 

What factors predict physician responses to the vignettes? To this point, we have shown that 

physician beliefs explain regional patterns in spending, and that physician beliefs vary across 

areas more than would be expected given random variation.  The obvious question is then: what 

explains this variation in physician beliefs?  In this section, we estimate the model in Equation 

(6), using the entire sample of physicians to test for the relative importance of financial and 

organizational factors in explaining physician recommendations.  

Various measures of financial circumstances are reported in Table 1 for all physicians. 

We focus on three: the share of patients for whom they are reimbursed on a capitated basis (on 

average, 16 percent), the share of patients whose primary health insurance is Medicare (43 

percent), and the share of a physician’s patients on Medicaid (10 percent), with capitated 

payment and Medicaid generally associated with lower marginal reimbursement.25  

A second set of questions asks about characteristics of the physician and her practice. 

Twenty-nine percent work in small practices (solo or 2-person), 58 percent work in single or 

multi-specialty group practices, and 13 percent work in HMOs or hospital-based practices. We 

also observe a number of characteristics about the physician, including age, gender, whether she 

is board certified, and the number of days per week she spends seeing patients.  
                                                           
25 The survey also asks about the fraction of Medicare patients each physician sees. All analyses below 
are robust to including this fraction among the independent variables, but it was always statistically 
insignificant and its exclusion did not affect other coefficients.  
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Third, the survey asks about a physician’s self-assessed responsiveness to external 

incentives over the past year, including how frequently, if ever, in the past 12 months she had 

intervened on a patient for non-clinical reasons.  We create a set of binary variables that indicates 

whether a physician responded to each set of incentives at least “sometimes” (i.e. “sometimes” or 

“frequently”) over the past year. Twenty-eight percent of cardiologists reported that they had 

sometimes or frequently performed a cardiac catheterization because of the expectations of the 

referring physician and 40 percent of all physicians reported having intervened medically 

because of a colleague’s expectations (Table 1).  

We next consider regression analysis.  Table 5 presents coefficients from a linear 

probability model with HRR-level random effects for three regressions at the physician level.  

Our dependent variables are binary indicators for whether the physician is a cowboy (column 1), 

a comforter (column 2), or recommends high frequency follow-up (column 3). In each model, we 

include basic physician demographics: age, gender, board certification status, whether the 

physician is a cardiologist, days per week spent seeing patients, as well as cardiologists per 

100,000 Medicare beneficiaries.  

Notably, some physician characteristics are predictive of physician types: male 

physicians in the sample are somewhat more likely to be cowboys and less likely to be 

comforters than female doctors. Older physicians are more likely to be both cowboys and high 

follow-up: at the mean age of 52 years, a 1 standard deviation increase in physician age (9.9 

years) is associated with a 4.0 percent increase in probability of being a cowboy and a similar 4.0 

percent increase in probability of being a high follow-up physician. Board certification – a rough 

marker for physician quality – is negatively associated with cowboy status and high follow-up 

frequency, but not statistically significantly so.  
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The substitution effect implies that lower incremental reimbursements associated with 

Medicaid and capitated patients would lead to fewer interventions and more palliative care. 

Table 5 shows that physicians with a larger fraction of Medicaid and (but not capitated patients) 

are more likely to be cowboys and high-follow-up physicians, rejecting the dominance of the 

substitution effect. One may appeal again to a dominant income effect to explain these patterns.  

Some organizational factors are strongly associated with physician beliefs about 

appropriate practice. Physicians in solo or 2-person practices are far more likely to be both 

cowboys and high follow-up doctors than physicians in single or multi-specialty group practices 

or physicians who are part of an HMO or a hospital-based practice. Whether cardiologists 

accommodate referring physicians – a financial factor (since cardiologists benefit financially 

from future referrals) as well as an organizational one – is a positive predictor of being a cowboy 

among cardiologists.26 Finally, malpractice concerns are predictive of neither cowboy nor 

comforter status.27 

The explanatory power of these regressions is quite modest – between 4 and 14 percent – 

suggesting that a considerable degree of the remaining variation is the consequence of physician 

beliefs regarding the productivity of treatments, rather than behaviors systematically related to 

financial, organizational, or other factors.  

As a final exercise, we include these financial, organizational, and responsiveness 

variables, aggregated up to the HRR level, in a regression that seeks to explain the variation in 

                                                           
26 Note that the question on responding to referring doctor expectations appeared in the cardiologist 
survey only, and so reflects the preferences of cardiologists only; the cardiology dummy variable 
therefore reflects both the pure effect of being a practicing cardiologist, and a secondary adjustment 
arising from the referral question being set to zero for all primary care physicians. 
 
27 Perhaps because procedures performed on high-risk patients (such as Patients B and C) can increase the 
risk of a malpractice suit (Currie and MacLeod, 2008). 
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log end-of-life spending – an expanded counterpart to Table 4.  These results are presented in the 

Appendix.  None of the additional variables are statistically significant, nor do they add 

appreciably to the explanatory power of the regression. Physician beliefs, independent of 

financial or organizational factors, appear to explain a great deal of why physicians are cowboys 

or comforters and how the frequencies of these typologies, in turn, are related to overall 

spending.  

 

VII. Conclusion and Implications 

While there is a good deal of regional variation in medical spending and care utilization 

in the U.S. and elsewhere, there is little agreement about the causes of such variations.  Do they 

arise from variation in patient demand, from variation in physician behavior, or both?  In this 

paper, we find that regional measures of patient demand as measured by responses to a 

nationwide survey have only modest predictive association with regional end-of-life 

expenditures (Anthony, et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2014).  By contrast, regionally aggregated 

measures of physician beliefs regarding treatment options can explain a substantial degree of 

observed regional variation in utilization in the U.S. Medicare population even after adjusting for 

demand. Generally, prior studies inferred practice variations as the residual from an area model, 

leading to estimates being biased either upward (because of unobserved regional factors) or 

downward (because of flawed risk-adjustment practices, as in Song et al., 2010). This paper, by 

contrast with the existing literature, explains regional variation as the consequence of differences 

across regions in physician beliefs.  In short, we observe that simply presenting a dozen 

randomly chosen physicians in a region with several vignettes describing patients in an end-of-
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life cardiac care setting would allow an observer to form a remarkably accurate prediction of 

actual Medicare expenditure rates.  

A back-of-the-envelope calculation using our regression results implies that, were all 

physicians in the 74 HRRs studied to follow professional guidelines, end-of-life Medicare 

expenditures in these regions would be expected to be 35 percent lower and overall Medicare 

expenditures 12 percent lower. To the extent that incremental treatments by “cowboys” (or those 

received from too-frequent revisits) yield little or no benefit to patients, our results are consistent 

with roughly 2 percent of GDP devoted to treatments that are not supported by clinical evidence.  

We then turned to the factors that lead physicians to have different preferences.  We find 

that the traditional factors in supplier-induced demand models, such as the fraction of patients 

paid through capitation (or on Medicaid), or physicians’ responsiveness to financial factors, play 

a relatively small role in explaining equilibrium variations in utilization patterns.  Organizational 

factors, such as accommodating colleagues, help to explain only a small amount of observed 

variation in individual intervention decisions.  Instead, differences in physician beliefs about the 

effectiveness of treatments explain the lion’s share of inter-regional variation in Medicare 

expenditures.28  

Unfortunately, the data we consider in this study cannot shed light on how these 

differences in physician beliefs arise. Simple heterogeneity in physician beliefs cannot explain 

regional variation in expenditures, since the observed regional patterns in physician beliefs 

exhibit far greater inter-region variation than would be expected due to chance alone.  Rather, 

spatial correlation in beliefs is required in order to explain the regional patterns we see.  We do 

                                                           
28 This result is consistent with Epstein and Nicholson (2009), who find large variations in Cesarean 
section surgical rates among obstetricians within the same practice, and with Chassin’s (1993) 
“Enthusiasm Hypothesis” – that regional differences in the use of health care services are caused by 
differences in the prevalence of physicians who are enthusiasts for those services.  
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find that physicians’ propensity to intervene for non-clinical reasons is related to the expectations 

of physicians with whom they regularly interact, a result consistent with network models.  

Similarly, Molitor (2011) finds that cardiologists who move to more or less aggressive regions 

change their practice style to better conform to local norms.  However, we are still left with 

questions as to how and why some regions become more aggressive than others.  

Our results do not imply that economic incentives are unimportant.  Clearly, changes in 

payment margins have a large impact on behavior, as has been shown in a variety of settings.  

But the prevalence of geographic variations in European countries, where economic incentives 

are often nearly entirely blunted (Skinner, 2012), is also consistent with the view that physician 

beliefs play a large role in explaining such variations.  A better understanding of both how 

physician beliefs form, and how they can be shaped, is a key challenge for future research.   
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Figure 1: Variations in Equilibrium: Differences in λ and Differences in Actual or 
Perceived Productivity 
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Figure 2:  Distributions of Patient Preferences vs. Simulated Distributions (based on 1000 
bootstrap samples with replacement) 
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Figure 3a: Distribution of Length of Time before Next Visit for Patient with Well-
Controlled Angina (Cardiologist HRR-Level Averages) 
 

 
 
Figure 3b: Distribution of High Follow-Up Cardiologists and Geographic Correlation 
(HRR-Level Averages) 
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Figure 4: Ln of 2-year End-of-Life Regional Spending vs. Selected Independent Variables 
 

   
 

  
 
 
 

 



Table I: Primary Variables and Sample Distribution
Variable Mean Individual SD Area Average SD p-value
Spending and Utilization
2-Year End-of-Life Spending $ 55,194 - $10,634 -
Total Per (AMI) Patient Spending $7,551 - $1,082 -
Hip Fracture Patient Spending $50,685 - $5,564 -
Patient Variables (N=1516)
Have Unneeded Tests 73% 45% 10% <0.01
See Unneeded Cardiologist 56% 50% 11% <0.01
Aggressive Patient Preferences Ratio 8% 27% 6% <0.01
Comfort Patient Preferences Ratio 48% 50% 13% <0.01
Primary Care Physician Variables (N= 935)
Cowboy 22% 41% 19% <0.01
Comforter 47% 50% 19% <0.01
Follow-Up Low 10% 30% 12% <0.01
Follow-Up High 3% 17% 7% <0.01
Cardiologist variables (N=598)
Cowboy 25% 43% 17% <0.01
Comforter 27% 44% 21% <0.01
Follow-Up Low 2% 12% 6% -
Follow-Up High 19% 39% 20% <0.01

All Physicians (N=1533)
Cowboy 23% 42% 14% <0.01
Comforter 39% 49% 14% <0.01
Follow-Up Low 7% 25% 8% <0.01
Follow-Up High 9% 29% 11% <0.01
Organizational and Financial Variables (N=1533)
Reimbursement
Fraction Medicare Patients 43% 21% - -
Fraction Medicaid Patients 10% 13% - -
Fraction Capitated Patients 16% 25% - -
Organizational Factors
Solo or 2-person Practice 29% 45% - -
Single/Multi Speciality Group Practice 58% 49% - -
Group/Staff HMO or Hospital-Based Practice 13% 34% - -
General Controls
Physician Age 52 9.9 - -
Male 81% 39% - -
Board Certified 88% 32% - -
Cardiologists per 100k (N=74, HRR-level) 6.8 1.9 - -
Responsiveness Factors
Responds to Referrer Expectations (Cardiologists only) 28% 45% - -
Responds to Colleague Expectations 40% 49% - -
Responds to Patient Expectations 57% 50% - -
Responds to Malpractice Concerns 39% 49% - -
Responds to Practice Financial Incentives 9% 3% - -
Note: The table shows means for the sample living/practicing the 74 HRRs with at least 3 cardiologists, 3 patients,
and 1 primary care physician. The p-value in the last column is for the null hypothesis of no excess variance across
areas and is taken from a bootstrap of patient or physician responses across areas. For each of 1,000 simulations, we
draw patients or providers randomly (with replacement) and calculate the simulated area average and the standard
deviation of that area average. The empirical distribution of the standard deviation of the area average is used to
form the p-value for the actual area average.
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Table II: Distribution of Physicians by Vignette Responses
Panel A: PCPs

Cowboy Comforter
Follow-Up Frequency No Yes No Yes
Low 74 17 10% 53 38 10%
Medium 644 173 89% 421 396 89%
High 13 14 3% 19 8 3%

78% 22% 53% 47%

p(χ2): <0.01 p(χ2): 0.15

Comforter
Cowboy No Yes
No 372 359 78%
Yes 121 83 22%

53% 47%

p(χ2): 0.06
Panel B: Cardiologists

Cowboy Comforter
Follow-Up Frequency No Yes No Yes
Low 8 1 2% 8 1 2%
Medium 360 117 80% 343 134 80%
High 80 32 19% 88 24 19%

87% 29% 85% 72%

p(χ2): <0.01 p(χ2): <0.01

Comforter
Cowboy No Yes
No 334 114 75%
Yes 105 45 25%

73% 27%

p(χ2): <0.01
This table shows the bivariate relationships between the guideline-
defined indicatorsfor recommended Follow-Up Frequency, as well
as“Cowboy” and “Comforter” status among both PCPs and Cardi-
ologists in our data. Chi-squared tests evaluate the null that there
is no association between pairs of indicators in the table.
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Table III: Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures in the Last Two Years

Combined Sample of PCPs and Cardiologists
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cowboy 0.83** 0.67** 0.68** 0.67** 0.69**
(0.28) (0.23) (0.24) (0.24) (0.25)

Comforter -0.32** -0.21** -0.20* -0.16 -0.14
(0.12) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09)

High Follow-Up 1.05*** 1.03*** 1.03** 1.00***
(0.35) (0.31) (0.30) (0.30)

Low Follow-Up -0.32 -0.29 -0.47* -0.44
(0.18) (0.18) (0.24) (0.23)

Have Unneeded Tests 0.16 0.18 0.02
(0.19) (0.20) (0.20)

See Unneeded Cardiologist 0.10 0.12 0.45
(0.13) (0.13) (0.28)

Aggressive Patient Preferences -0.57 -0.56 -0.59
(0.41) (0.42) (0.49)

Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.16 -0.21 -0.22
(0.15) (0.18) (0.22)

N 74 74 74 74 74 74
R2 0.36 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.08
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending is in natural log form and is price, age, sex and race adjusted. Results
shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs) in which we have at least 3 patients, 1
primary care physician, and 3 cardiologists surveyed. All regressions include a constant, control
for the fraction of primary care physicians in the sample, and are robust to controlling for % back
and % poverty at the HRR level. Respondent data is adjusted for race, sex and age. Survey
sampling weights take into account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Table IV: Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures Considering Interaction Terms and Additional Measures of HRR-Level Spending

Combined Sample of PCPs and Cardiologists (dependent variables listed in column headings; all are in natural logs)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

2-yr EOL Spend 2-yr EOL Spend 2-yr EOL Spend Total Spend (Av. Total Spend (Hip
(As in Table III) per Beneficiary) Fract. Cohort)

Cowboy 0.69** 0.71* 0.68** 0.38** 0.28*
(0.25) (0.28) (0.26) (0.14) (0.11)

Comforter -0.14 -0.13 -0.16 -0.03 -0.04
(0.09) (0.09) (0.11) (0.07) (0.05)

High Follow-Up 1.00*** 1.04** 0.99*** 0.36* 0.38**
(0.30) (0.32) (0.29) (0.14) (0.13)

Low Follow-Up -0.44 -0.38 -0.45 -0.23 -0.16
(0.23) (0.21) (0.24) (0.17) (0.11)

Have Unneeded Tests 0.18 0.08 0.22 -0.07 -0.08
(0.20) (0.17) (0.22) (0.12) (0.09)

See Unneeded Cardiologist 0.12 0.07 0.10 0.24 0.15
(0.13) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14) (0.09)

Aggressive Patient Preferences -0.56 0.32 0.74 -0.26 -0.19
(0.42) (0.50) (0.92) (0.29) (0.22)

Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.21 -0.52 0.05 -0.20 -0.08
(0.18) (0.30) (0.25) (0.16) (0.10)

Cowboy * Aggressive Patient Preferneces -2.95
(2.31)

Cowboy * Comfortable Patient Preferences 1.33
(0.84)

Comforter * Aggressive Patient Preferneces -3.40
(3.03)

Comforter * Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.71
(0.65)

N 74 74 74 74 74
R2 0.64 0.68 0.66 0.34 0.41
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending and total spending are are price, age, sex and race adjusted. Hip fracture cohort spending is adjusted for age,
sex, race, comorbid conditions at admission, and the hierarchical condition categories risk-adjustment index for the six months prior to
admission. Results shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs) in which we have at least 3 patients, 1 primary care physician,
and 3 cardiologists surveyed. All regressions include a constant, control for the fraction of primary care physicians in the sample, and are
robust to controlling for % back and % poverty at the HRR level. Respondent data is adjusted for race, sex and age. Survey sampling
weights take into account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Table V: Predictors of Cowboy, Comforter & High Follow-Up Types

(1) (2) (3)
Cowboy Comforter High Follow-Up

General Controls
Cardiologist Dummy 0.021 -0.177*** 0.219***

(0.035) (0.041) (0.023)
Age 0.004** -0.000 0.004***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Male 0.035 -0.042 -0.055**

(0.031) (0.036) (0.020)
Board Certified -0.051 0.026 -0.035

(0.036) (0.042) (0.024)
Reimbursement
Fraction Medicare Patients 0.062 0.032 -0.063

(0.058) (0.067) (0.038)
Fraction Medicaid Patients 0.281** 0.048 0.135*

(0.094) (0.109) (0.061)
Fraction Capitated Patients 0.083 -0.032 0.018

(0.045) (0.053) (0.030)
Organizational Factors
(Baseline = Solo or 2-person Practice) - - -

Single/Multi Speciality Group Practice -0.069** 0.016 -0.107***
(0.026) (0.031) (0.017)

Group/Staff HMO or Hospital-Based Practice -0.122** 0.047 -0.124***
(0.039) (0.046) (0.026)

Responsiveness Factors
Responds to Patient Expectations -0.004 0.069 -0.000

(0.031) (0.036) (0.020)
Responds to Colleague Expectations 0.014 0.001 0.021

(0.025) (0.029) (0.016)
Responds to Referrer Expectations (Card. only) 0.075 0.028 -0.060*

(0.041) (0.047) (0.027)
Responds to Malpractice Concerns 0.018 0.005 -0.000

(0.024) (0.028) (0.016)

N 1405 1405 1405
R2 (within) 0.036 0.047 0.141
R2 (between) 0.019 0.087 0.091
R2 (overall) 0.043 0.050 0.141
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
All logit regressions include a constant, and HRR-level random effects as well as general
physician-level controls. Additional explanatory variables include financial, organizational
and responsiveness factors. Results shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs)
in which we have at least 3 patients, 1 primary care physician, and 3 cardiologists surveyed.
The question on responding to referring doctor expectations appeared in the cardiologist
survey only, and so reflects the preferences of cardiologists only; the cardiology dummy
variable therefore reflects both the pure effect of being a practicing cardiologist, and a
secondary adjustment arising from the referral question being set to zero for all primary
care physicians. All results are robust to including a measure of capacity (cardiologists per
100k Medicare beneficiaries) among the explanatory variables.
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Appendix 1: Survey Questions and Definitions

Clinical Vignettes and Response Options

Panel I: Patient Questions

SCENARIO 1- Questions relating to less-severe cardiac care preferences: Suppose you noticed a mild but
definite chest pain when walking up stairs....Suppose you went to your regular doctor for that chest pain and
your doctor did not think you needed any special tests but you could have some tests if you wanted.
a) If the tests did not have any health risks, do you think you would probably have the tests or probably not
have them?

a - have tests
b - not have tests

b) Suppose your doctor told you he or she did not think you needed to see a heart specialist, but you could see
one if you wanted. Do you think you would probably ask to see a specialist, or probably not see a specialist?

a - see specialist
b - not see specialist

SCENARIO 2 - Questions relating to end of life care preferences: The next set of questions are about care a
patient may receive during the last months of life. Remember, you can skip any question you don’t want to
answer. Suppose that you had a very serious illness. Imagine that no one knew exactly how long you would
live, but your doctors said you almost certainly would live less than 1 year.
a) If you reached the point at which you were feeling bad all the time, would you want drugs that would make
you feel better, even if they might shorten your life?

a - yes: drugs
b - no

b1) If you needed a respirator to stay alive, and it would extend your life for a week, would you want to be
put on a respirator?
b2) If it would extend your life for a month, would you want to be put on a respirator?

a - yes: respirator
b - no

Answers other than “yes” or “no” (e.g., “not concerned” or “I dont know”) are treated as missing data.
Item non-response was less than 1% among eligible respondents.
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Panel II: Physician Questions

In the next set of questions, you will be presented with brief clinical descriptions for three different patients.
For each, you will be asked a series of questions regarding how you would be likely to treat that patient were
he or she in your care.

PATIENT A - CARDIOLOGIST - For this question, think about a patient with stable angina whose symptoms
and cardiac risk factors are now well controlled on current medical therapy. In general, how frequently do
you schedule routine follow-up visits for a patient like this?

*Answer recorded in number of months
PATIENT A - PCPs: In general, how frequently do you schedule routine follow-up visits for a patient with
well-controlled hypertension?

*Answer recorded in number of months

PATIENT B: A 75 year old man with severe (Class IV) congestive heart failure from ischemic heart disease,
is on maximal medications and has effective disease management counseling. His symptoms did not improve
after recent angioplasty and stent placement and CABG is not an option. He is uncomfortable at rest. He
is noted to have frequent, asymptomatic nonsustained VT on cardiac monitoring. He has adequate health
insurance to cover tests and medications. At this point, for a patient presenting like this, how often would
you arrange for each of the following?

CARDIOLOGIST SURVEY
a - Repeat angiography
b - Initiate antiarryghmic therapy
c - Recommend an Implantable Cardiac Defibrilator (ICD)
d - Recommend biventricular pacemaker for cardiac resynchronization
e - Initiate or continue discussions about palliative care

POSSIBLE RESPONSES
1 Always/Almost always
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 Rarely
5 Never

PATIENT C: An 85 year old male patient has severe (Class IV) congestive heart failure from ischemic heart
disease, is on maximal medications, and is not a candidate for coronary revascularization. He is on 2 liters
per minute of supplemental oxygen at home. He presents to your office with worsening shortness of breath
and difficulty sleeping due to orthopnea. Office chest xray confirms severe congestive heart failure. Oxygen
saturation was 85% and increased to 94% on 4 liters and the patient is more comfortable. He has adequate
health insurance to cover tests and medications. At this point, for a patient presenting like this, how often
would you arrange for each of the following?

PCP and CARDIOLOGIST SURVEY
a - Allow the patient to return home on increased oxygen and increased diuretics
b - Admit to the hospital for aggressive diuresis (not to the ICU/CCU)
c - Admit to the ICU/CCU for intensive therapy and monitoring
d - Place a pulmonary artery catheter for hemodynamic optimization
e - Recommend biventricular pacemaker for cardiac resynchronization
f - Initiate or continue discussions about palliative care
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POSSIBLE RESPONSES (both surveys)
1 Always/Almost always
2 Most of the time
3 Some of the time
4 Rarely
5 Never
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Full Variable Definitions

Panel I: Patient Variables:

Have Unneeded Tests fraction of patients who would like to have tests even if “doctor did not think [they were] needed”
See Unneeded Cardiologist fraction of patients who would like to see a specialist even if doctor “did not think [patient] needed to”
Aggressive Patient Preferences Ratio fraction of patients who would like to be on a respirator to extend their life by 1 week or 1 month
Comfort Patient Preferences Ratio fraction of patients who would like to take drugs to be comfortable, “even if they might shorten [their] life”

Panel II: Cardiologist Variables:

Cowboy Ratio*, Cardiologists fraction of cowboys among the local (HRR-level) cardiologist population surveyed
Comforter Ratio*, Cardiologists fraction of comforters among the local (HRR-level) cardiologist population surveyed
Follow-Up Low, Cardiologists cardiologist’s recommended follow-up frequency for “a patient with stable angina whose symptoms and

cardiac risk factors are now well controlled on current medical therapy” is less frequent than medical guidelines
Follow-Up, high, Cardiologists cardiologist’s recommended follow-up frequency for “a patient with stable angina whose symptoms and

cardiac risk factors are now well controlled on current medical therapy” is more frequent than medical guidelines
For the next set of questions, Cardiologists were asked “Now wed like you to think about your own cardiac catheterization recommendations.
Sometimes a cardiologist will recommend cardiac catheterization for other than purely clinical reasons. During the past 12 months, how often,
if ever, have each of the following led you to recommend cardiac catheterization for a patient?”
Responds to Patient Expectations “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “the patient expected to undergo the procedure”
Responds to Colleague Expectations “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “your colleagues would do so in the same situation”
Responds to Referrer Expectations “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “wanted to satisfy the expectations of the referring physicians”
Responds to Malpractice Concerns “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “you wanted to protect against a possible malpractice suit’

Panel III: PCP Variables:

Cowboy Ratio*, PCPs fraction of cowboys among the local (HRR-level) PCP population surveyed
Comforter Ratio*, PCPs fraction of comforters among the local (HRR-level) PCP population surveyed
Follow-Up Low, PCPs PCPs recommended follow-up frequency for “a patient with well-controlled hypertension” is less frequent

than medical guidelines
Follow-Up High, PCPs PCPs recommended follow-up frequency for “a patient with well-controlled hypertension” is more frequent

than medical guidelines
For the next set of questions, PCPs were asked “Now, wed like you to think about your own specialist referrals. Sometimes a physician will make
a specialty referral for other than purely clinical reasons. During the past 12 months, how often, if ever, have each of the following led you to refer
a patient to a specialist?
Responds to Patient Expectations “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “the patient requested a referral”
Responds to Colleague Expectations “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “your colleagues would refer in the same situation”
Responds to Malpractice Concerns “frequently” or “sometimes” response to “you wanted to protect against a possible malpractice suit”
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Panel IV: Other Variables (all physicians):
Practice Type 1 physician is part of a solo or 2-person practice
Practice Type 2 physician is part of a singe or multi speciality group practice
Practice Type 3 physician is part of a group or staff model HMO or a Hospital based practice
Fraction Capitated Patients fraction of patients for which physician is reimbursed on a captiated basis
Fraction Medicaid Patients fraction of patients a physician sees who are on Medicaid
Fraction Medicare Patients fraction of patients a physician sees who are covered by Medicare
Weekly Patients Days number of days per week a physician spends seeing patients
Age physician’s age in years
Board Certified physician is currently board certified in her speciality
Cardiologists per 100k cardiologists per 100,000 Medicare beneficiaries in HRR of practice as reported in the 2005 Dartmouth Atlas
Notes: detailed explanations of the algorithm used to define “Cowboys” (physicians aggressive beyond clinical guidelines) and “Comforters”
(physicians who show a strong likelihood of recommending palliative and comfort-oriented care) are described in the paper. The indicator for
“Aggressive Patient Preferences” combines two questions: affirmative responses to both part b1 and b2 of Patient Scenario 2 (see Appendix
A above for original survey text)
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Appendix 2: Further Results

Table A.2a: Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures in the Last Two Years
(Cardiologists Only)

Cardiologists
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cowboy 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.21 0.26
(0.10) (0.13) (0.16) (0.13) (0.16)

Comforter -0.12 -0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.01
(0.7) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)

High Follow-Up 0.63** 0.61** 0.63** 0.61**
(0.22) (0.20) (0.21) (0.19)

Low Follow-Up -0.37 -0.40 -0.40 -0.44
(0.26) (0.28) (0.26) (0.29)

Have Unneeded Tests 0.26 0.28 0.23
(0.19) (0.21) (0.18)

See Unneeded Cardiologist 0.01 0.01 0.22
(0.10) (0.11) (0.15)

Aggressive Patient Preferences -0.20 -0.14 -0.37
(0.20) (0.20) (0.30)

Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.07 -0.12 -0.05
(0.10) (0.12) (0.10)

N 74 74 74 74 74 74
R2 0.05 0.47 0.48 0.47 0.49 0.05
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending is in natural log form and is price, age, sex and race adjusted. Results
shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs) in which we have at least 3 patients and
3 cardiologists surveyed. All regressions include a constant, control for the fraction of primary
care physicians in the sample, and are robust to controlling for % back and % poverty at the
HRR level. Respondent data is adjusted for race, sex, and age. Survey sampling weights take
into account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Table A.2b: Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures in the Last Two Years
(PCPs Only)

PCPs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cowboy 0.66*** 0.56*** 0.51*** 0.57** 0.52**
(0.19) (0.17) (0.15) (0.18) (0.17)

Comforter -0.28* -0.28* -0.25* -0.20* -0.17*
(0.12) (0.13) (0.12) (0.09) (0.08)

High Follow-Up 0.70* 0.78* 0.76 0.84
(0.35) (0.37) (0.39) (0.43)

Low Follow-Up -0.41* -0.40* -0.55 -0.53
(0.29) (0.19) (0.29) (0.28)

Have Unneeded Tests -0.08 -0.00 -0.10
(0.22) (0.22) (0.28)

See Unneeded Cardiologist 0.34 0.33 0.64
(0.22) (0.22) (0.38)

Aggressive Patient Preferences -1.12 -1.10 -0.69
(0.90) (0.85) (0.80)

Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.29 -0.33 -0.35
(0.25) (0.26) (0.31)

N 74 74 74 74 74 74
R2 0.36 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.51 0.12
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending is in natural log form and is price, age, sex and race adjusted. Results
shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs) in which we have at least 3 patients, 1
primary care physician, and 3 cardiologists surveyed. All regressions include a constant, control
for the fraction of primary care physicians in the sample, and are robust to controlling for % back
and % poverty at the HRR level. Respondent data is adjusted for race, sex, and age. Survey
sampling weights take into account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Table A.2c: Expanded Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures in the Last Two Years

Combined Sample: Cardiologists and PCPs
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Cowboy 0.67** 0.66** 0.66** 0.66**
(0.23) (0.26) (0.24) (0.26)

Comforter -0.21** -0.18* -0.19** -0.16
(0.09) (0.08) (0.09) (0.09)

High Follow-Up 1.05*** 0.87** 1.05** 0.89**
(0.18) (0.34) (0.32) (0.36)

Low Follow-Up -0.32 -0.24 -0.32 -0.25
(0.18) (0.17) (0.18) (0.18)

Fract. Capitated 0.16 0.12
(0.16) (0.19)

Fract. Medicaid -0.52 -0.46
(0.40) (0.42)

Omitted = Solo or 2-person Practice - -

Single or Multi-Speciality Group Practice -0.14 -0.12
(0.13) (0.13)

HMO, Hospital-based or Academic Practice -0.01 0.01
(0.15) (0.16)

Responds to Patient Expectations -0.03 -0.08
(0.13) (0.11)

Responds to Colleague Expectations -0.12 -0.09
(0.10) (0.11)

Responds to Referrer Expectations 0.06 0.06
(0.09) (0.09)

Responds to Malpractice Concerns -0.06 -0.02
(0.14) (0.12)

N 74 73 74 73
R2 0.62 0.65 0.62 0.66
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending is in natural log form and is price, age, sex and race
adjusted. Results shown are for the 74 Hospital Referral Regions (HRRs) in which
we have at least 3 patients, 1 primary care physician, and 3 cardiologists surveyed,
except in Models 2 and 4, where missing data forced us to drop one region. All
regressions include a constant, control for the fraction of primary care physicians in
the sample, and are robust to controlling for % back and % poverty at the HRR
level. Respondent data is adjusted for race, sex and age. Survey sampling weights
take into account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Table A.2d: Regression Estimates of Ln Medicare Expenditures in the Last Two Years
(with poverty controls)

Combined Sample: Cardiologists and PCPs
(1) (2) (3)

Percent Poverty 0.02** 0.01* 0.02**
(0.01) (0.00) (0.01)

Cowboy 0.61**
(0.24)

Comforter -0.20*
(0.09)

High Follow-Up 0.97**
(0.30)

Low Follow-Up -0.25
(0.16)

Have Unneeded Tests 0.17 0.10
(0.18) (0.20)

See Unneeded Cardiologist 0.12 0.45*
(0.13) (0.26)

Aggressive Patient Preferences -0.66
(0.51)

Comfortable Patient Preferences -0.32
(0.25)

N 74 74 74
R2 0.16 0.65 0.25
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
2-year End-of-Life Spending is in natural log form and is price, age,
sex and race adjusted. Results shown are for the 74 Hospital Refer-
ral Regions (HRRs) in which we have at least 3 patients, 1 primary
care physician, and 3 cardiologists surveyed. All regressions include
a constant, control for the fraction of primary care physicians in the
sample, and % poverty at the HRR level (shown). Respondent data
is adjusted for race, sex and age. Survey sampling weights take into
account differences in the number of physician observations per HRR.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Radar Plots of Select High Follow-up Frequency and Cowboy Prevalence by HRR

This figure provides additional visual evidence of the relationship between cowboy status and recommended
follow-up frequency for the HRRs with the greatest number of respondents; a point that is further out on
the scale corresponds to a larger fraction of physicians.
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